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The modern concept of tolerance is a result of the Age of En-

lightenment.1 Although the problem of how to deal with theΝ‘τther’Ν
was by no means new –after all, Greeks, Jews, Christians, heretics 

and Muslims had found ways to coexist in antiquity, the Roman era 

and the Middle Ages– it was inherited by the Enlightenment as a 

set of critical issues specifically rooted in the tumultuous history of 

the early modern era. A crucial group of terms interwoven with the 

salient forms of collective identification, are those relating to mi-

gration in the framework of multi-ethnic states (such as the Otto-

man and Habsburg Empires): identity (religious, social, political, 

ethnic, national), naturalization, migration and diaspora. 

The real aim of our paper is to shed light on the developing na-

tional self-consciousness of Orthodox groups established in Habs-

burg territories in the Central Europe of the eighteenth century. 

Note that these people came from an Empire, the Ottoman, in 

which they were organized into a millet system according to their 

religion; in this system the Sultan granted them, on certain condi-

tions, the right to worship.2 The core problem, however, were the 

 
1. The first version of this article was presented at the International Congress 

of Europeanists in Amsterdam, June 2013. We would like to thank the NGUA of 

the University of Athens and the Special Account for Research Grants of the 

Democritus Univeristy of Thrace for supporting this research.  

2. όromΝtheΝrichΝliteratureΝonΝtheΝsubject,ΝseeμΝύunnarΝώering,Ν“DasΝislamisheΝ
RechtΝ undΝ dieΝ InvestiturΝ desΝ ύennadiosΝ ScholariosΝ (1ζηζ)”,Ν Balkan Studies 2 

(1961), pp. 231-256; Steven Runciman, The Great Church in Captivity: a Study 

of the Patriarchate of Constantinople from the Eve of the Turkish Conquest to 

the Greek War of Independence, London: Cambridge University Press, 1968; 

Paraskevas Konortas, α  π  αΝ Ν υ  α α χ μΝ
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Tolerance-edicts of 1781 promulgated by the Enlightened Habs-

burg Emperor, Joseph II – namely the Tolerance-edicts issued for 

the various Hereditary Lands and for Hungary and Transylvania. 

These edicts were part of the complex philosophical and political 

theory and praxis of Josephinism. Our interest will also be focused 

onΝanotherΝparameterΝofΝ‘coexistence’: the tolerance or intolerance 

displayed by the various groups of South-Eastern European mi-

grants established in the Habsburg countries (for instance, the 

Protestant ‘Saxons’ and the Greek τrthodoxΝinΝψraΒov,ΝSibiu)ΝasΝaΝ
consequence of the privileges granted to them by the emperors. 

To better understand the era we will be discussing, we shall 

provide a brief introduction to the subjects of Josephinism and 

of tolerance. In the context of Enlightened Despotism, an era of 

reform known as Josephinism began in 1780, when Joseph II, 

as the sole ruler of the Habsburg Monarchy (1780-1790), attempted 

to legislate a series of drastic reforms to remodel his Empire in the 

form of the ideal Enlightened state.3 One might point out that the 

Maria Theresa reforms, especially after 1760, were also aimed 

at the organization of a centralized state in terms of administra-

tion, and particularly of the economic and fiscal aspects of gov-

 
αΝ αΝ υ  π α υ    α , 17 -α χ  20  α α,Ν

Athens: Alexandreia, 2003; concerning the Jewish people, see Sneschka Panova, 

ϊieΝJudenΝzwischenΝToleranzΝundΝVölkerrechtΝimΝτsmanischenΝReichέΝDie Wirt-

schaftstätigkeitΝderΝJudenΝ imΝτsmanischenΝReichΝ (dieΝSüdosteuropaländerΝvomΝ
15. bis zum 18. Jahrhundert), Frankfurt a. M.–Berlin–New York–Wien: Peter 

δang,ΝEuropäischeΝώochschulschriften,ΝIIIήιηβ),Ν1λλιέ 
3έΝώelmutΝReinalter,Ν“JosephinismusΝalsΝχufgeklärterΝχbsolutismusΝ– ein Fo-

rschungsproblem? Gesellschaftlicher Strukturwandel und theresianisch-josephi-

nischeΝReformen”,ΝinΝWolfgangΝSchmale– Renate Zedinger–Jean Mondot (eds.), 

Josephinismus–eineΝ BilanzήÉchecsΝ etΝ réussitesΝ duΝ Joséphisme/Jahrbuch der 

österreichischenΝύesellschaftΝ zur Erforschung des 18. Jahrhunderts 22 (2007), 

pp. 19-34, discusses critically the previous rich literature referring to the 

Enlightened Despotism and to the Josephinian reforms; see also Idem (ed.), Der 

JosephinismusέΝBedeutungέΝEinflüsseΝundΝWirkungen,ΝFrankfurt a. M. 1993. For 

theΝtimeΝofΝJosephΝIIέΝseeΝtheΝrichΝexhibitionΝcatalogueμΝJohannesΝύründlerΝetΝalέΝ
(eds.), ÖsterreichΝ zurΝ ZeitΝ KaiserΝ JosephsΝ IIέΝMitregent Kaiserin Maria The-

resias,ΝKaiserΝundΝδandesfürst,ΝStiftΝεelk,ΝβλέΝεärz-2. November 1980, Nieder-

österreichischeΝδandesausstellung,ΝWienΝ1λκίέ 
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ernance. But her son, Joseph II, would continue to pursue these 

reforms very actively. Guided by a dogma of llesΝfürΝdasΝVolk,Ν
nichts durch das Volk [Everything for the People and nothing 

through the People], the Emperor sought mainly to centralize the 

bureaucracy. One of his purposes was also to establish compulsory 

school attendance for all children and a centralized schools inspec-

tion system. He also undertook measures to relax censorship 

[=Zensurpatent, 1781], regulate matrimonial relations through the 

Patent of Marriage [=Ehepatent, 1783], abolish serfdom, redefine 

relations between State and Church, reform the legal system 

through the introduction of both general criminal (Allgemeines 

Strafgesetzbuch, 1787) and civil codes [AllgemeinesΝ bürgerlichesΝ
Gesetzbuch, 1787], establish German as the official language of the 

Empire (with some exceptions, such as the free-port of Trieste), 

and –most significantly– to establish a series of measures concern-

ing the unification of the customs system [=Zollsystem]. Josephin-

ism has been examined as a system, both because of the philosoph-

ical trends of the time and because of its practical political applica-

tions.4 It wasΝstillΝ“nichtΝnurΝeineΝSonderformΝderΝpraktischenΝχuf-
klärung,Ν sondernΝ eineΝ gesamtgesellschaftliche und politisch-

kulturelleΝψewegung”,5 butΝ theΝ radicalityΝ andΝ rapidityΝ ofΝ Joseph’sΝ
reforms –and of his church policy, in particular– still provoked 

powerful reactions, though covered by an enlightened, progressive 

ideal. 

For our argument, we will focus particularly on his tolerance 

policy,ΝasΝtheΝsecularizationΝofΝtheΝstate’sΝpowerΝandΝof state theory 

was a first step towards a pluralistic society.6 A pluralistic society 

 
4έΝReinalter,Ν“JosephinismusΝalsΝχufgeklärterΝχbsolutismus”, op.cit., pp. 28-

31, where he discusses the aspects of Fritz Hartung (1955), Karl O. Freiherr von 

Aretin (1970s), Manfred Kossok (1985), Johannes Kunisch, Hans-Ulrich Wehler 

et al. 

5. Op.cit., p. 32. 

6. Ursula Stephan-Kopitzsch, ϊieΝToleranzdiskussionΝ imΝSpiegelΝüberregio-

nalerΝAufklärungszeitschriften,ΝseriesμΝEuropäischeΝώochschulschriften,ΝReiheΝIII,Ν
Geschichte und ihre Hilfwissenschaften, vol. 382, Frankfurt a. Main–Bern–New 

York–Paris 1989, p. 17. 
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could not be content with the principle of ‘cujusΝregioΝeiusΝreligio’,Ν
and enlightened precepts on the autonomy of the individual and the 

relativity of the knowledge of truth7 could be conducive to a suffer-

ance of religious minorities. The tolerance policy could also help 

deal with population growth. AsΝωharlesΝτ’ψrien hasΝnotedμΝ“Reli-

gious toleration in the 18th century is usually associated with Pro-

testant England, Holland and Prussia. It is less well known that, 

shortly before the French Revolution, the Habsburg monarchy be-

came the first Catholic state to extend full civil rights to most non-

Catholics. In the Edict of Toleration, Oct. 13, 1781, Joseph II. initi-

atedΝthisΝreform”.8 

Before proceeding with a presentation of this particular policy, 

we shall consider the various terms and nuances surrounding ‘tol-
erance’έΝ“ThereΝisΝaΝtendencyΝinΝtheΝliteratureΝtodayΝtoΝreduceΝtoler-
ation to generalized multiculturalism on the one hand, or freedom 

of belief/choice on the other. But this reduction leaves it incapable 

of addressingΝ manyΝ confrontations”.9 One of the standard defini-

tionsΝofΝtolerationΝemphasizesΝtheΝ“restraintΝofΝoneselfΝfromΝimpos-

ingΝone’sΝreaction”έ10 TheΝspecificΝ termΝ‘toleration’ΝandΝitsΝassoci-
atedΝ conceptsΝ (‘Recognition’, ‘Privileges’, ‘Permission’, ‘Suffer-
ance (souffrir), Freedom of Conscience’, ‘όreedomΝ ofΝ religion’, 
‘politicalΝ όreedom’, ‘commercialΝ όreedom’, ‘ωoexistence’Ν etcέ)Ν
had come into being and been re-determined in the religious and 

 
7. Ibidem. 

8. ωharlesΝώέΝτ’ψrien,Ν“IdeasΝofΝReligiousΝTolerationΝatΝtheΝTimeΝofΝJosephΝ
IIέΝχΝStudyΝofΝ theΝEnlightenmentΝamongΝωatholicsΝ inΝχustria”,Ν inΝ Transactions 

of the American Philosophical Society Held at Philadelpheia for Promoting Use-

ful Knowledge, New Series-Volume 59, part 7 (1969), pέΝηνΝτ’ψrienΝoffersΝaΝcrit-
ical approach of the previous literature and tries to give the historical roots of 

Josephinian tolerance as well its ways to all the aspects of the tolerated policy. 

9. Ingrid Creppell, Toleration and Identity. Foundations in Early Modern 

Thought, New York–London: Routledge, 2003, p. X.; on various aspects of the 

tolerationΝseeμΝύuđmundurΝώálfdanarsonΝ(edέ),ΝDiscrimination and Tolerance in 

Historical Perspective, Pisa: University Press, edizioni plus, 2008, http:// 

www.cliohres.net/books3/books.php?book=7 (visited on 7.12.2014). 

10. Creppell, Toleration, op.cit., p. 3. 
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political discourse of early Modern Europe.11 At that time, tensions 

between individual conscience and authority moved centre-stage, 

forcing a rethinking and restructuring of normative socio-political 

and socio-cultural constellations. The relationship between church 

and state, the reason of state, the relationship between subject and 

sovereign, the development of the concept of the self, the economy 

and commerce, all began to change in ways that must be under-

stood to fully comprehend the meaning of the new concept of toler-

ation. 

As a word, toleration/tolerance derives from the Latin toleran-

tia, which is unconnected to religious dissidence.12  However, in 

post-Reformation 16th and 17th century Europe, tolerance meant 

allowing another religion to exist rather than permission or conces-

sion; it meant to endure or bear rival confessions established in the 

same state or kingdom13 inΝorderΝ toΝavoidΝaΝ“rapid collapse of the 

dynastic authority and a dangerousΝ disruptionΝ ofΝ civilΝ peace”.14 

Toleration bolsters ‘livingΝtogether,ΝconfrontingΝtheΝissuesΝandΝtheΝ
problemsΝ ofΝ collectiveΝ life’,15 especially in multinational empires. 

χfterΝ JeanΝ ψodin’sΝ aspects on toleration16 andΝ εontaigne’sΝ ideasΝ
onΝ tolerationΝ asΝ “the condition of living in the midst of diversity 

andΝ multiplicity”,17 JohnΝ δocke’sΝ A Letter Concerning Toleration 

(1689) shifts toleration to the “boundariesΝof recognition”ΝandΝcen-

 
11. Benjamin J. Kaplan, Divided by Faith. Religious Conflict and the Prac-

tice of Toleration in Early Modern Europe, Cambridge, Massachusetts–London, 

England: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2007. 

12. Creppell, op.cit., pp. 5, 30-31. 

13έΝψernardΝωottret,Ν “1ηλκ-1θκκμΝDeΝ l’éditΝdeΝσantesΝàΝ laΝ glorieuseΝ révolu-

tionέΝωoncorde,ΝlibertéΝdeΝconscience,Νtolerance”,ΝinΝJean-Paul Pichardie–Antoine 

Capet (eds.), δaΝσaissanceΝdeΝl’idéeΝdeΝtoléranceΝ1θθί-1689. Actes du colloque 

organiséΝ àΝ l’universitéΝ deΝ RouenΝ lesΝ βλΝ etΝ γίΝ janvierΝ 1λλλΝ avecΝ leΝ soutienΝ duΝ
ωonseilΝscientifique,ΝnuméroΝspecial,ΝUniversitéΝdeΝRouenΝ1λλλ,ΝppέΝγ-4. 

14. Jean-PaulΝ Pittion,Ν “Religion,Ν ReasonΝ ofΝ StateΝ andΝ Toleration”,Ν inΝ Pich-

ardie and Capet, La Naissance, op.cit., p. 50. 

15. Creppell, op.cit., p. 12. 

16. Op.cit., pp. 39-40. 

17. Op.cit., p. 92. 
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tresΝ theΝ discussionΝ inΝ aΝ ‘negotiation’18 between the state and its 

people and in a recognition of rights and moral expression. Vol-

taire’sΝTraitéΝsurΝlaΝtolérance (1763), which aimed to exonerate the 

Protestant Jean Calas after his trial in 1762, initiated an intense dis-

cussion on the rehabilitation of the Protestants.19 We can also con-

sider the debate presented byΝEvgeniosΝVoulgaris’ΝinΝhisΝ χ α αΝ
π Ν Να α  (1768) in this context.20 A long discussion 

on toleration or its absence, the liberty of commerce and theΝ‘natu-

ralization’ΝofΝforeigners had also been underway since the 17th cen-

tury in the context of economic state theory,21 and the philosophical 

discourse of the Enlightenment contributed to a deepening and a 

diversification of the tolerance concept. We must also include the 

toleration discourse in the identity debate –which is to say the dif-

ferentiation of individuals and their membership and agency in one 

political/social/cultural collective or another (such as nation, race, 

religion, ethnicity, language, gender)22– in the discourse on human 

rights, particularly after the French Revolution. 

 
18. Op.cit., pp. 93-λζνΝfurtherΝanalysesΝonΝδocke’sΝTolerationΝseeΝinΝtheΝppέΝ

95-123. 

19. Cottret,Ν“1ηλκ-1θκκ”,Νop.cit., p. 3. 

20.  Ν χ Ν Ν Ν α  α   α  Ν -

Ν α Ν ,Ν Ν  Γα   Ν α Ν Ν α ’Ν  Ν
Ν αφ α Ν  α Ν Ν Ν Ν α Ν Ν  

Ν Νπ Ν α Ν χ α αΝπ   α , 1768. On the subject 

see: Martin Knapp, EvjeniosΝ VulgarisΝ imΝEinflussΝ derΝAufklärungέΝϊerΝBegriff 
der Toleranz bei Vulgaris und Voltaire, Bochumer Studien zur neugriechischen 

und byzantinischen Philologie (Isidora Rosenthal-Kamarinea, ed.) vol. VI, Am-

sterdam: Adolf M. Hakkert, 1984, and Konstantinos Kotsiopoulos, -

α:    α π  α   υ πα  α  

 αφ ,  πα α  John Locke α  υ υ α , 

Thessaloniki: Pournaras, 2008; see also: Paschalis Kitromilidis,  

αφ . Νπ  α Ν  , Athens: Cultural Foundation of 

the National Bank of Greece, 19992, pp. 64-66. 

21έΝPauletteΝωarrive,Ν“ToléranceΝetΝprospéritéΝchezΝlesΝéconomistsΝanglaisΝduΝ
XVIIeΝsiècle”,ΝinΝPichardieΝandΝωapet,ΝLa Naissance, op.cit., pp. 29-48. 

22. Creppell, op.cit., pp. 7-9; see also: Jean-PierreΝωléro,Ν“δesΝfondementsΝdeΝ
laΝ toléranceέΝ DeΝ laΝ libertéΝ individuelleΝ àΝ l’utilité”,Ν inΝ PichardieΝ andΝ ωapet,Ν La 

Naissance, op.cit., pp. 79-102. 
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It was in this context that Joseph’sΝTolerance appeared. Howev-

er, it is better to speak about the Edicts of Tolerance in the plural 

rather than the Edict of Tolerance (Toleranzpatent-e) of 1781, as 

various forms of resolutions in the spirit of Josephinian Tolerance 

were issued in and after 1781 all over the Empire. This Tolerance 

policy has to be seen as the hegemony of State over Church within 

the general framework of Josephinism, and as the reaction of the 

state’sΝreligious policy to the consequences of the Catholic Refor-

mation because of the Protestant Reformation.23 The denomination 

of these Tolerance edicts for the several parts of the Empire, espe-

cially for Hungary and Transylvania, such as Benigna Resolutio 

(25 Oct. 1781) or Edictum tolerantiae24 besides the German one: 

Toleranzpatent exudes the various nuances of their political con-

cept and amplitude; an amplitude that derived, in part, from the 

multilateral content of tolerance per se since the time of John 

δocke’sΝLetter of Tolerance and from the differentiated theoreti-

cal approach of philosophers and politicians after it, and, on the 

other, from the great administrative, religious, jurisdictional and 

economic heterogeneity of the huge Habsburg imperial lands. Ac-

cording to the cameralist economic theory of Maria Theresa and 

Joseph’sΝministers, “the state’sΝpowerΝvariedΝdirectlyΝinΝproportionΝ
to the size and quality of itsΝ population”.25 Specifically, the Jose-

phinian approach to Tolerance has been constructed in accordance 

 
23 . Werner Ogris, “Joseph II.: Staats-und Rechtsreformen”, in Norberto 

Bobbio (ed.), Das Zeitalter der Menschenrechte. Ist Toleranz durchsetzbar?, 

Transl. from the Italian by Ulrich Hausmann, Berlin: Verlag Klaus Wagenbach, 

1998, p. 124. An analytical essay on the coming into being of the Tolerance 

edict see: Gustav Frank, Das Toleranz-Patent Kaiser Joseph II. Urkundliche 

Geschichte seiner Entstehung und seiner Folgen, SäkularΝόestschriftΝdesΝKέKέΝ
evangelischen Oberkirchenrathes A.C. und H.C. in Wien, Wien 1881. 

24. Peter Barton, “DasΝToleranzpatentΝvonΝ1ικ1”,ΝinΝBobbio, Das Zeitalter 

der Menschenrechte, op.cit., pp. 152, 157, 170-172; particularly on the Toler-

anceΝedictΝonΝώungaryΝseeμΝEvaΝKowalská,Ν“ReligiousΝIntoleranceΝafterΝ theΝ
PatentΝ ofΝ TolerationΝ (1ικ1)μΝ theΝ ωaseΝ ofΝ theΝ ώungarianΝ δutherans”,Ν inΝ
ώálfdanarson,ΝDiscrimination and Tolerance, op.cit., pp. 147-156. 

25. τ’ψrien,Ν“Ideas”,Νop.cit., pέΝ1η,Ν“ωameralismΝindirectlyΝimprovedΝtheΝpo-

sition of religious minorities by habituating the government to look more to the 

state’sΝeconomicΝthanΝtoΝitsΝecclesiasticalΝinterests”έ 
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with Joseph’sΝreligiosityΝwithΝtheΝassistanceΝofΝanΝenlightenedΝeliteΝ
of academicians and philosophers surrounding the Emperor, and in 

the light of new state-political theories and practices (Kameralistik 

etc.). Joseph ’s instruction in natural law was influenced by the 

pedagogue Christian August Beck, according to whom the treat-

ment of religious nonconformists should be governed by natural 

law and social utility.26 As Beck notes, this toléranceΝcivile was a 

necessity “τut of respect for the people who had delegated the au-

thorityΝ toΝ theΝ sovereign”.27 The “beneficium emigrandi” was one 

of them.28 Various explanations have been proffered surrounding 

the motivations behindΝ Joseph’sΝ tolerance policy, includingΝ “at-

tracting foreign skilled craftsmen to the new industries of Austria 

and settlers to the wastes of Hungary”.29  

We can, however, assume the Edict/s of Tolerance expresses the 

religious tendencies of Joseph II., a loyal Catholic Christian, as 

well as utility. As he wrote to his Mother in a letter dated July 20, 

1777μΝ “Tolerance means to me that in purely temporal affairs, I 

would, without regard to religion, employ anyone in my service 

who is capable and industrious, and works for the welfare of the 

state; I would let him have land and exercise his profession, and I 

would give him citizenship”.30 In every form of Tolerance edict, 

the public Religions-exercitium remained the exclusive preserve of 

the Emperor’sΝ Catholic subjects, a decision that essentially re-

stricted the amplitude of the sense of tolerance to a form of for-

bearance. A Privat-exercitium was reserved for the non-Catholics 

 
26. Op.cit., p. 16. 

27έΝJeanΝψérenger,Ν“ToléranceμΝJosephΝII”,ΝinΝWolfgangΝSchmale–Renate Ze-

dinger–Jean Mondot (eds.), Josephinismus–eineΝ BilanzήÉchecsΝ etΝ réussitesΝ duΝ
Joséphisme, vol. of: JahrbuchΝderΝösterreichischenΝύesellschaftΝzurΝErforschungΝ
des 18. Jahrhunderts ββΝ(βίίι),ΝpέΝ1κινΝψerenger’sΝarticleΝisΝaΝconciseΝandΝcriti-
calΝdiscussionΝofΝtheΝrecentΝliteratureΝonΝtheΝsubjectΝofΝJoseph’sΝToleranceέ 

28. ψarton,Ν“DasΝToleranzpatent”,Νop.cit., pp. 152-153. 

29. The aspect of Ernst Wangermann (From Joseph II to the Jacobin Trials, 

δondonΝ1ληλ,ΝpέΝ1ζ)ΝcitedΝbyΝτ’ψrien,Ν“Ideas”,Νop.cit., p. 1; see also Ernst Wan-

germann,Ν “JosephΝ IIέΝ undΝ seineΝ ReformenΝ inΝ derΝ χrenaΝ derΝ politischenΝ Öffen-

tlichkeit”,ΝinΝSchmaleΝetΝalέ,ΝJosephinismus, op.cit., pp. 161-174. 

30. τ’ψrien,Ν“Ideas”,Νop.cit., p. 21. 
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(Akatholiken): for the Christians of the Confessio Augustana et 

Helvetica as well as for the Greeks not united with the Catholic 

Church (Griechen nicht unirte).31 Special edicts were also issued 

for the Jews in the various imperial provinces, as well, stimulat-

ing a long debate and confrontation.32 According to this Privat-

exercitium, all Akatholiken had the right to erect a temple and a 

school if more than 100 families lived in a place,33 though bell-

towers, other towers or street entrances were prohibited. Howev-

er, privileges or other freedom letters [=Freiheitsbriefe] granted 

in the past to several groups and places within the Empire had to 

be recognized.34 As we will demonstrate below, there was con-

siderable heterogeneity in the vast area between the free city-port 

of Trieste to the capital city of Vienna, between the southern 

Hungarian provinces, where the Serbian Orthodox Church was 

alsoΝtolerated,ΝandΝtheΝTransylvanianΝcitiesΝofΝψrașovΝandΝSibiu,Ν
where the antagonism of the Protestant Saxons,35 who had lived 

there since the 12th century, proved conducive to another form of 

tolerance or intolerance. In these different cases, we very often 

have to distinguish between theΝ‘tolerance’ΝofΝtheΝcentralΝauthori-
 

31. ψarton,Ν“DasΝToleranzpatent”,Νop.cit., pp. 162, 165.  

32. τ’ψrien,Ν“Ideas”,Νop.cit., pp. 29-31, where he discusses very briefly the 

cases referring to the Jews in the various Edicts of Tolerance in Galicia and Tri-

este, the two most opposite examples. The Judenpatent for Galicia tended to an 

assimilation of the Jewish people, which provoked many reactions. Different was 

the case in the free port of Trieste, Lois Dubin, The Port Jews of Habsburg Tri-

este: Absolutist Politics and Enlightened Culture, Stanford, CA, 1999; Tullia 

Catalan, δaΝωomunitàΝebraicaΝdiΝTriesteΝ(1ικ1-1914). Politica,ΝsocietàΝeΝcultura, 

Trieste: LINT, 2000. 

33. ψarton,Ν“DasΝToleranzpatent”,Νop.cit., pp. 166-168. 

34. Op.cit., p. 177. 

35. InΝTransylvania,ΝtheΝωounterΝReformationΝwasΝnotΝsoΝeffectiveμΝτ’ψrien,Ν
“Ideas”,Νop.cit., pέΝ1β,Ν“TheΝProtestantΝchurchesΝretainedΝpublicΝworshipΝandΝoth-

er rights granted by the Hapsburgs during the Turkish wars. Protestant continued 

to hold most public offices”έΝχboutΝSaxonsΝinΝTransylvania,ΝseeΝδászlóΝεakkai,Ν
“ώerausbildungΝ derΝ städtischenΝ ύesellschaftΝ (11ιβ-1ηβθ)”,Ν ύáborΝ ψarta,Ν “Die 

χnfängeΝdesΝόürstentumsΝundΝersteΝKrisenΝ(1ηβθ-1θίθ)”,ΝandΝKatalinΝPéter,Ν“DieΝ
ψlütezeitΝdesΝόürstentumsΝ(1θίθ-1θθί)”,Νin ψélaΝKöpecziΝ(edέ), Kurze Geschich-

teΝSiebenbürgens, ψudapestμΝχkadémiaiΝKiadóΝ1λλί,ΝppέΝ1ιη-236, 241-298, 302-

358.  
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ties and theΝ‘intolerance’ΝofΝestablished conditions and the local 

population or population groups, which led to contradictory be-

haviour, difficult circumstances and a differentiated meaning of 

tolerance per se. 

The move toward religious tolerance had been prepared by 

the establishment during Maria Theresa’sΝ reignΝ ofΝ variousΝ
Commissions such as the Court Censorship Commission, the 

Court Commission on Education and the Court for Religious 

Affairs.36 Some of these Commissions, including the Commis-

sion for Education, were transformed during the 1770s, espe-

cially after the educational edict of 1774 and the catalytic ap-

pointment of the Prussian Johann Ignaz Felbiger to lead educa-

tional reform.37 Schools had also to be founded, given the En-

lightened policy’sΝ focusΝ on educating theΝ Emperor’sΝ peopleέΝ
Teaching methods, schoolbooks and school administration had 

all to be conducted according to special imperial laws and un-

der imperial supervision.38 

Given the state policy of toleration, we will be discussing three 

specific points concentrating our attention on the diverse content of 

theΝtermΝ“tolerance”ΝandΝitsΝvarious versions. Our focus will be on 

the local level, both within the Habsburg Empire and the various 

religious and political equilibria brought into being both by the re-

ligious wars of the 16th century and by the different socio-economic 

composition of specific regions (Transylvania, Hungary) and their 

and annexation into the Monarchy after the Karlowitz Treaty 

(1699), but also on specific cities (the free port of Trieste and the 

capital, Vienna, and the cities and scattered rural population of 

Hungary). We will also be focusing on the cycles of Greek Ortho-

 
36. τ’ψrien,Ν“Ideas”,Νop.cit., p. 14. 

37. Olga Katsiardi-ώering,Ν“SoutheasternΝEuropeanΝεigrantΝύroupsΝbetweenΝ
the Ottoman and the Habsburg Empires. Multilateral Social and Cultural Trans-

fersΝfromΝtheΝEighteenthΝtoΝtheΝEarlyΝσineteenthΝωenturies”,ΝinΝώaraldΝώeppner–
Eva Posch (eds.), EncountersΝinΝEurope’sΝSoutheastέΝTheΝώabsburgΝEmpireΝandΝ
the Orthodox World in the Eighteenth and the Nineteenth Centuries [The Eight-

eenth Century and the Habsburg Monarchy. International Series, vol. 5] Bochum: 

Dieter Winkler, 2012, pp. 155-156. 

38. ψarton,Ν“DasΝToleranzpatent”, op.cit., p. 171. 
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dox settlers (paroikoi), the Serbs, Greeks and Vlachs (Aromunians) 

who migrated from South-eastern Europe to the Habsburg lands in 

Central Europe during the long 18th century; our purpose here is to 

highlight some aspects of toleration or intolerance among various 

local populations adhering to different religious dogmas in the 

Habsburg Empire. Finally, we will delineate different dimensions 

of tolerance or intolerance (at the local and social level) within the 

cities of the Monarchy, from cosmopolitan Trieste to the imperial 

capital, Vienna, and both Hungarian and Transylvanian towns. 

At this point, we will examine the roleΝofΝ theΝ ‘tolerant’ΝpolicyΝ
the Habsburg authorities maintained towards Orthodox groups (Ot-

toman subjects in the main, but Venetian subjects, too, from the 

Ionian Islands, in particular), with a view to their establishing mer-

chant communities in imperial lands. The initial aim of the Habs-

burg authorities was to encourage commercial exchanges with the 

South-Eastern regions after the Treaties of Karlowitz (1699) and 

Passarowitz (1718) and with their people, who specialized in trad-

ing products vital for the industrial development of the host Habs-

burg countries. This policy can also be understood within the fra-

mework ofΝtheΝtheoryΝandΝpracticeΝofΝ‘populationism’έ 
We are coming nearer to our argumentation on the basis of the 

practice of populationism and particularly the colonization of the 

Military Frontier across Croatian-Slavonia and Hungary during the 

long Ottoman-Habsburg wars,39 the Banat of Temesvar,40 as well 

 
39. Karl aser, Freier Bauer und Soldat. Die Militarisierung der agrarischen 

Gesellschaft an der kroatisch-slawonischenΝ εilitärgrenzeΝ (1ηγη-1881), Graz 

1986; DávidΝύézaΝ(edέ),ΝOttomans, Hungarians and Habsburgs in Central Euro-

pe: the Military Confines in the Era of Ottoman Conquest, Leiden (et al.): Brill, 

βίίβνΝεárta όata,Ν“DieΝRolleΝdesΝεilitärsΝinΝderΝhabsburgischenΝImpopulations-

politikΝ außerhalbΝ derΝ εilitärgrenzeΝ inΝ derΝ ÜbergangszeitΝ zwischenΝ KriegΝ undΝ
Frieden (1686-1740)”, in Matthias Asche–Michael Herrmann–Ulrike Ludwig–
Anton Schindling (eds.), Krieg,ΝεilitärΝ undΝεigrationΝ inΝ derΝ όrühenΝ σeuzeit, 
Berlin: LIT Verlag 2008, pp. 251-264; Sabine Jesner, Habsburgische Grenz-

raumpolitikΝ inΝderΝSiebenbürgischenΝεilitärgrenzeΝ(1ιθί-1830): Verteidigungs- 

undΝ Präventionsstrategien,Ν PhDΝ UniversityΝ ofΝ ύrazΝ βί1γ, http://www.onb.ac.at 

and http://data.onb.ac.at/rec/AC11104770 (visited on 18.11.2014). 

40. Josef Kallbrunner, Das kaiserliche Banat. Einrichtung und Entwicklung 

des Banats bis 1739,ΝεünchenΝ1ληκνΝψenjaminΝδandais,Ν“ώabsburg’sΝStateΝandΝ

http://www.onb.ac.at/
http://data.onb.ac.at/rec/AC11104770
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the impopulation policy pursued through the so-calledΝ ‘DeutscheΝ
Schwaben’ in the 18th century, especially in Hungary.41 The bright 

Banat area was colonized by Croats, Serbs and Vlachs (Aromuni-

ans) from South-Eastern Europe in an effort both to defend the 

Habsburg Empire against the Ottomans and to cultivate the large 

areas destroyed and depopulated by the years of wars between the 

Habsburgs and Ottomans. The first permanent military institution 

in the Habsburg realm was not a standing army but a craggy line of 

frontier defences begun in 1522 to ward off the Ottomans; it was 

manned by mercenaries, local militia and –most significantly– 

armed peasants organized into military colonies. The structure of 

these colonies was based on the zadruga, a multi-extended family 

organizational schema. 42  In November 1630, the Emperor pro-

claimed the Statuta Wallachorum or Vlach Statute, which regulated 

the status of theΝ ‘Vlach’Ν settlersΝ (including Croats, Serbs and 

Vlachs) from the Ottoman Empire with regard to the military com-

mand, their obligations, and their right to internal self-administra-

tion.43 

 
the Local Orthodox Elite. TheΝωaseΝofΝTemesvárΝ(1ιηί-1ικί)”,Ν inΝώaraldΝώep-

pner–Eva Posch (eds.), EncountersΝinΝEurope’sΝSoutheastέΝTheΝώabsburgΝEmpireΝ
and the Orthodox World in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries, The Eight-

eenth Century and the Habsburg Monarchy, International Series, Vol. 5, Bochum: 

Dr Dieter Winkler Verlag, 2012, pp. 109-120. 

41. Felix Milleker, ϊieΝ BesiedlungΝ derΝ BanaterΝ εilitärgrenze. Belacrkva, 

Weißkirchen,Ν 1λβθνΝ ImmoΝ EberlΝ etΝ alέΝ (eds.), Die Donauschwaben. Deutsche 

SiedlungΝ inΝ SüdosteuropaέΝ Ausstellungskatalog, Sigmaringen: Jan Thorbecke 

Verlag, 1989; Ingomar Senz, Die Donau-Schwaben. Studienbuchreihe der Stif-

tung Ostdeutscher Kulturrat, vol. 5,ΝεünchenμΝδangenΝεüller,Ν1λλζέΝ 
42. Maria Todorova, Balkan Family Structure and the European Pattern, 

Budapest, Central European University, 2006, pp. 155-156; on zadruga see Karl 

Kaser, Familie und Verwandschaft auf dem Balkan. Analyse einer untergehen-

den Kultur, Wien–Köln–WeimarμΝ ψöhlauΝ Verlag,Ν 1λληνΝ Idem,Ν Freier Bauer; 

more literature on Olga Katsiardi-ώering,Ν “ώistorischeΝ όamilienforschungΝ inΝ
SüdosteuropaέΝ PluralitätΝ derΝ όorschungstendenzenΝ imΝ internationalenΝ Kontext”,Ν
Historische Anthropologie 5 (1997), pp. 140-142, 148-151. 

43. Kaser, Freier Bauer, op.cit., pp. 108-130. SeeΝalsoΝύézaΝPálffy,Ν“TheΝτr-
igins and the Development of the Border Defence System Against the Ottoman 

EmpireΝ inΝώungaryΝ (UpΝ toΝ theΝEarlyΝEighteenthΝωentury)”,Ν inΝύézaΝDávid–PálΝ
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To encourage settlers, the Habsburg rulers promised special 

privileges such as free land or exemption from feudal obligations. 

The guarantees of religious freedom and exemption from feudal 

obligations made the Orthodox Serbs valuable allies for the monar-

chy in its seventeenth-century struggle against the Catholic Croa-

tian nobility, especially after the so-calledΝSerbianΝ‘velikaΝseoba’ of 

1690-1691.44 When the Military Frontier was extended eastward 

after the Treaty of Karlowitz in 1699, Serb (and some Croat) border 

guards played a similar role for the Monarchy against the Hungari-

an nobility. The newly-founded Serbian Orthodox Metropolis of 

Karlowitz45 andΝ theΝ ‘IllyrischeΝώofdeputation’ would serve as au-

thorities for the Serbs in the Habsburg Monarchy for many years.46 

Mercantilism led the Habsburg authorities to take a series of 

special measures in order to expand the Empire’s commercial and 

maritime activities. Around the time of the Treaty of Passarowitz 

(1718),47 Charles VI issued a number of edicts including theΝ ‘Pa-

tentΝonΝόreedomΝofΝσavigationΝ inΝ theΝχdriatic”Ν(1ι1ι),Ν theΝPatentΝ
designating Trieste and Fiume (Rijeka) as Free-ports (1719), and 

 
Fodor (eds.), Ottomans, Hungarians, and the Habsburgs in Central Europe: the 

Military Confines in the Era of Ottoman Conquest, Leiden: Brill, 2000, p. 60. 

44. WalterΝ δukan,Ν “‘VelikaΝ seobaΝ Srba’έΝDerΝ großeΝ SerbenzugΝ desΝ JahresΝ
1690 ins Habsburgerreich”,ΝÖsterreichische Osthefte 33 (1991), pp. 35-54; R. 

SamardžiΕ,Ν“VelikaΝseobaΝSrbaΝ1θλίέΝύodine”, Sentandrejski zbornik 2 (Belgra-

de 1992), pp. 7-24; σoelΝ εalcolm,Ν “TheΝ ‘ύreatΝ εigration’Ν ofΝ theΝ SerbsΝ fromΝ
KosovoΝ(1θλί)μΝώistory,ΝεythΝandΝIdeology”,ΝinΝτliverΝJensΝSchmitt–Eva Anne 

Frantz (eds.), Albanische Geschichte. Stand und Perspektiven der Forschung, 

εünchenμΝ RέΝ τldenbourgΝ Verlag,Ν βίίλ,Ν ppέΝ ββη-251, gives a very interesting 

historiographic critical account on the subject. 

45. Ioannis Tarnanidis, α π α α  π  α  α  

 ΄ α α α   Jovan RajiΕ (1726-1801), Thessaloniki 1972. 

46. During the period 1741-1749, the Theiss-Marosh military frontier was 

gradually abolished in the face of bitter Serbian resistance; the lands passed un-

der Hungarian administration. Thereafter, about 3,000 Serbs decided to emigrate 

to Russia (Alfred Rieber, The Struggle for the Eurasian Borderlands: from the 

Rise of Early Modern Empires to the End of the First World War, Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 2014, p. 48). 

47. From the rich literature on the Treaty, see the recent book: Gharles In-

grao–Nikola SamardžiΕ–JovanΝ PešaljΝ (edsέ),Ν The Peace of Passarowitz, 1718, 

Purdue University Press 2011. 
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the foundation of the so-called Orientalische Kompagnie (1719) 

aiming to consolidate Habsburg influence in South-Eastern Eu-

rope.48 Free land and sea trade between the Ottoman and Habsburg 

Empires by Ottoman and Habsburg subjects was established on a 

pre-emptive duty of 3%-5% on imports and exports, while the 

Treaty also provided for free navigation of the Danube. Maria The-

resa followed a more intensive policy, which sought to invite peo-

ple to establish their commercial networks in Habsburg lands and 

to contribute to the industrial expansion on the other.49 Ottoman 

and Venetian subjects took advantage of the treaty and the Habs-

burg Monarchy’s need for Ottoman agricultural and handicraft 

products, and activated the trade. This encouraging of the Christian 

population of the Ottoman Empire to migrate can also be seen in 

the light of the Eastern Question, whereby a Great Power typically 

extended protection to a selected minority in the Ottoman Empire 

in the hopes of extending its influence there. Moreover, the re-

conquest of the Ottoman Lands by the Habsburg Empire was fol-

lowed by policies that ultimately favoured Greek Orthodox traders. 

The Habsburgs needed to expand their commercial and maritime 

activities and consolidate their influence in the Ottoman lands. 

The core of our argument, however, will be an examination of 

the evolution of ‘permission’Ν orΝ ‘recognition’Ν intoΝ ‘tolerance’έΝ ItΝ
has to be mentioned that before the era ofΝ theΝ ‘Toleration-edict’Ν
(1781), the Habsburgs had also faced difficulties relating to the co-

existence of various ethnic and religious groups (Catholics, Unitar-

 
48. Wilhelm Kaltenstadler,Ν“DerΝösterreichischeΝSeehandelΝüberΝTriestΝimΝ1κέΝ

Jahrhundert”,ΝVierteljahresschriftΝfürΝSozialΝundΝWirtschaftsgeschichteΝ55 (1968), 

pp. 484-ζκηνΝIvanΝErceg,Ν“χußenhandelΝderΝσordadriatischenΝSeestädteΝalsΝόak-

tor im Entstehen der kapitalistischen BeziehungenΝ inΝÖsterreichΝ imΝ1κέΝundΝ1λέΝ
Jahrhundert”,Ν VierteljahresschriftΝ fürΝ Sozial–und Wirtschaftsgeschichte 55 

(1968), pp. 464-480; Olga Katsiardi-Hering,   πα α  , 

(1751-1830), Athens: Saripolou Library, University of Athens, vol. 52, 1986, pp. 

1-10. 

49. On the rich literature on the subject, see: Olga Katsiardi-Hering, χ  

α Ν χ  αφ  έΝ π  Ν Θ α αΝ Ν  υ π Ν (1κ -

α χ  19 υ α έ)έΝ π μΝ Ν π α  υ φ  (1805), Athens–Ambela-

kia 2003, pp. 53-66. 
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ians, Orthodox, Protestants, Jews, Armenians).50 The wars of the 

Habsburgs against the Ottomans51 and their need to make alliances 

with other Christians (among them Protestants) also led them to 

adoptΝaΝpracticeΝofΝ‘tolerance’έΝεoreover,ΝinΝsomeΝcasesΝthe author-

ities permitted the newcomers to organize their social and econom-

ic life, granting them privileges allowing the formation of confra-

ternities,Ν‘companies’ and communities. 

It is clear that the integration of Greek Orthodox people into a 

mutually shared Western European value system began in early 

Modern times, and particularly during the Age of Enlightenment 

and the era of the French Revolution. Orthodox people from the 

regions of Epirus, Macedonia, Thessaly, the Peloponnese, Asia Mi-

nor and Serbia became integrated in the networks of the Mediterra-

nean (along the axis of the Adriatic) and South-Eastern Europe52 

 
50. See Joachim Bahlecke–Arno Strohmeyer (eds.), Konfessionalisierung in 

Ostmitteleuropa: Wirkungen des religiösen Wandels im 16. und 17. Jahrhundert 

in Staat, Gesellschaft und Kultur, Stuttgart: Steiner, 1999 [Forschungen zur Ge-

schichteΝundΝStrukturΝdesΝöstlichenΝεitteleuropaΝvolέΝγ]έ 
51. Ekkehard Eickoff, Venedig, Wien und die Osmanen (1645-1700), εün-

chen 1970; Jan Paul Niederkorn, ϊieΝeuropäischenΝεächteΝundΝderΝ‘δangeΝTür-
kenkrieg’ Kaiser Rudolphs II (1593-1606), Wien 1993; Bertrand Michael Buch-

mann, ÖsterreichΝundΝdasΝτsmanischeΝReichέΝEine bilaterale Geschichte, Wien 

1999; Ivan Părvev, Habsburgs and the Ottomans between Vienna and Belgrade, 

1683-1739, New York 1995; Plamen Dimitrov Mitev (ed.), Empires and Penin-

sulas: Southeastern Europe between Karlowitz and the Peace of Adrianople, 

1699-1829,ΝεünsterμΝδITΝVerlag,Νβί1ίέ 
52 . http://xeee.web.auth.gr/HCS/HCS_Conf_el/12_diaspora_hungary.pps 

(visited on 18.11.2014). We would like to thank Prof. Evangelos Livieratos and 

especially the cartographer Dr. Aggeliki Tsorlini/Aristoteleian University of 

Thessaloniki, who drew these maps for the Cartographic conference held in 

Kozani,Ν1λέ1ίέβί1γ,ΝonΝtheΝoccasionΝofΝtheΝexpositionΝ“τnΝtheΝmapμΝWestmace-

donians and Kozaniots to central Europe – ώungary”μΝ http://xeee.web.auth.gr/ 

HCS/HCS_Conf_el/12_Kozani_2012_el.htm (visited on 30.1.2013). Dr. Tsorlini 

usedΝtheΝmapΝelaboratedΝbyΝÖdönΝόüves, ΝΈ   υ α α , Thessaloni-

ki: Institute for Balkan Studies, 1965, and the article by Ikaros Mantouvalos, 

“ łńα αŃńłυń  Ł αŁ  απ  ń Ν Νń  α łŁ α  Ńń Ν υ  ł -

Ł αΝ (1ι  α α -α  19 υ α α)”,Ν inΝ IoannisΝ Koliopoulos–Iakovos Mi-

hailidis (eds.), Ν α  Ν α π , 17 , 18  α Ν1λ  α α , Thessalo-

niki: Society for Macedonian Studies, 2011, pp. 178-βγηνΝ α αΝ ńαŃ -

π υ– α αΝΧ Ńń αΝΧαń υΝ(edsέ),Ν α π – υα– αφ , 
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(tending to extend from south to north and into central Europe), 

through either collaboration or collision in the communitarian and 

commercial sector, paving the way for social, cultural and national 

identity consciousness.  

Now, it is convenient to sketch the immigration of Greek Ortho-

dox populations from the Balkans into the Habsburg Empire, on the 

one hand, and their establishment in the host societies, on the other. 

It is known that from the 18th century, particularly after the com-

mercial treaty of Passarowitz (1718), the Habsburg Monarchy be-

came a locus for a maritime and overland trade, which led to the 

emergence of Greek Orthodox urban merchant colonies (commer-

cialΝ ‘paroikies’)έΝ όollowingΝ theΝ proclamationΝ ofΝ TriesteΝ asΝ aΝ freeΝ
port, the city became one of the major destinations for Greci immi-

grants from the Ionian Islands, Western Continental Greece, the 

Peloponnese, and –principally– the Aegean Islands and the coast of 

Asia Minor.53  

In the mid-18th century, the Greeks who settled in Trieste very 

quickly acquired religious and political privileges. It is true that 

Austria was interested in luring experienced merchants including 

Greeks to their realm in order to make Austrian trade competitive 

with other mercantile powers, for instance Venice. Thus, in 1751, 

Maria-Theresa issued a Decree of Privileges for the ‘ύreci’Ν (ύre-

eksΝ andΝ ‘Illyrici’)54 of Trieste. In the following years, and on the 

basis of the decree in question, the ‘ύreci’Ν managed to erect the 

 
Athens: Center for Neohellenic Studies, National Research Foundation, 2005; 

Olga Katsiardi-Hering, « α μΝ ń Ν π Ν α Ν ł –Γ φυ αΝ υ-

Ν α Νł Ł »,ΝinΝ   , φ ł αń  ń  łπ  ń ΝŃυ π Ńł Ν
βηłń α  απ  ń  ł  π Ń π Ν ł ń α  α Νβίłń α  απ  ń  ł Ńł  ń υΝ

ń π ń υΝ υŃń α  α Ν υΝ υ α α  α Ν łŃłυ π ,Ν έΝ α ,Ν
Athens 2011, pp. 405-419. 

53 Olga Katsiardi-ώering,Ν “ύreekΝ erchantΝ ωoloniesΝ inΝ ωentralΝ andΝ South-

Eastern Europe in the Eighteenth andΝ arlyΝ σineteenthΝ ωentury”,Ν inΝ VictorΝ σέΝ
Zakharov–Gelina Harlaftis–Olga Katsiardi-Hering (eds.), Merchant Colonies in 

the Early Modern Period, London, Vermont: Pickering & Chatto, 2012, pp. 127-

140. 

54. At this time, Greci was used to designate not only the Greeks but Ortho-

dox people in general, and therefore theΝ “Illyrici”Ν (Serbians)Ν ofΝ TriesteέΝ Kat-
siardi-Hering, Ν  πα α,Νopέcitέ, pp. 85-102. 
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Orthodox Church of the Annunciation and St. Spyridon, despite 

major financial difficulties; they also sought to organize a Confra-

ternità of the Orthodox Greek-Serbian (Illyrian) community in 

1772.55 It was thus because of the policy of tolerance pursued by 

the state, and the tolerant behaviour of the residents of Trieste, that 

a cosmopolitan society emerged so very quickly in the city. The 

contribution of Greek and Serbian immigrants to Trieste’s economy 

and society may be reflected in the common topographical and ar-

chitectural language of Trieste and in the tolerant coexistence of its 

inhabitants. Specifically, unlike in Venice (Campo dei Greci) or 

Vienna (Griechengasse), there was no Greek neighbourhood in the 

city. The Greeks, like other newcomers in the free port, were not 

consideredΝ“foreigners” by their host society, but belonged to the 

circle of people who togetherΝ“made” Trieste.56 

Regarding the movements of groups or individuals from the 

Balkans to territories in Central and Northern Europe, we should 

stress that they did not take place exclusively in the 18th century, 

even though the opening up of continental trade and the impetus of 

entrepreneurial activity by the “ωonquering Balkan Orthodox Mer-

chant”57 in this period reinforced the migration phenomenon. Until 

the end of the 17th century, the majority of historical Hungary (in-

cluding Transylvania) remained under Ottoman domination. Thus, 

as early as the second half of the 16th century, Aromunians, Greeks, 

Armenians and Serbs, all of whom were Ottoman subjects, relying 

on a network of local and regional markets,58 took an active part in 

trading local raw materials, agricultural products, fabrics, spices, 

salted products, nuts and other commodities from the Levant to 

 
55. Katsiardi-Hering, op.cit., pp. 98-102. 

56. Olga Katsiardi-ώering,Ν “ύriechen,Ν SerbenΝ undΝ JudenΝ inΝ TriestέΝ Koexi-
stenzΝoderΝSymbioseς”,ΝZibaldone 15 (May 1993), pp. 20-31. 

57. TraianΝStojanovich,Ν“TheΝωonqueringΝψalkanΝτrthodoxΝεerchant”,ΝJour-

nal of Economic History 20 (1960), pp. 234-313. 

58. On the long-distance migration networks of these people from the 14th-

17th century see Lidia Cotovanu, Migrations et mutations identitaires dans 

l’EuropeΝ duΝ Sud-est (vues de Valachie et de Moldavie, XIVe-XVIIe siècles),Ν
ThèseΝdeΝDoctoratΝnouveauΝrégime,ΝEώESS,ΝParisΝβί1ζέ 
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Transylvania through Wallachia and Moldavia.59 However, given 

the various commercial privileges granted by the authorities, the 

18th century, as we will see in detail later, witnessed the most in-

tense economic migration of all, displaying the features of a self-

supplying chain phenomenon.  

The case of Transylvania is of particular research interest, be-

cause its political situation was entirely different from that of Tri-

este. Transylvania had initially been obliged to pay tribute to the 

Sultan (1526-1699) before being transformed into the Principality 

of Transylvania (1571-1711), which was ruled primarily by Calvin-

ist Hungarian princes; after the Treaty of Karlowitz, it became sub-

ject to the rule of the Habsburgs. When Transylvania became an 

independent principality in 1540, four major ethnic groups (whose 

exact ratio cannot be established) clearly lived within its borders: 

ώungarians,ΝSzékelys,Ν“Romanians” and Saxons. The latter were a 

people of German ethnicity who settled in Transylvania after the 

mid-12th century. The first Saxons, who had settled in and around 

Nagyszeben/Sibiu/Hermannstadt, and later arrivals who established 

themselves around Beszterce/Bistrita/Bistritz, became active in 

mining and farming, and the crucial eastern trade was mainly in 

their hands. In 1224, King Andrew II of Hungary codified their 

rights (Diploma Andreanum of 1224), giving them a fixed territory, 

determining their taxes and military obligations, and conferring up-

on them religious and administrative autonomy. Thus, the Germans 

managed very quickly to control trade in and around the cities 

where they settled.60 Therefore, when Greek merchants arrived in 

the markets of Transylvania towards the end of the 16th century, the 

Saxon entrepreneurs considered them a threat to their interests and 

repeatedly attempted to create barriers to their commercial activi-

ties, often with the support of the local authorities. 

 
59. ZέPέΝPach,Ν “TheΝ roleΝofΝEast-Central Europe in international trade (16th 

and 17th centuries)”,ΝinΝZέPέΝPachΝ(edέ),ΝHungary and the European Economy in 

Early Modern Times, London 1994, p. 243. 

60 έΝ δászlóΝ εakkai,Ν “ώerausbildungΝ derΝ städtischenΝ ύesellschaftΝ (11ιβ-

1ηβθ)”,ΝinΝψélaΝKöpecziΝ(edέ)ΝKurzeΝύeschichteΝSiebenbürgens, Budapest: Aka-

démiaiΝKiadóΝ1λλί,ΝpέΝβικέΝ 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Principality_of_Transylvania_(1571%E2%80%931711)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Principality_of_Transylvania_(1571%E2%80%931711)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calvinism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calvinism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diploma_Andreanum
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Throughout the 16th century, their control and supervision over 

the Greeks was relentless. However, within a few generations, the 

Greeks obtained the privilege allowing them to found their own 

trading companies both inΝSibiuΝ (1θγθ)Ν andΝψrașovΝ (1θικ),61 ren-

dering the staple right privileges null and void, bolstering the pres-

ence of Greek merchantsΝinΝψraΒovΝand allowing them to dominate 

theΝ region’sΝ internalΝ andΝ externalΝ tradeέ62 In 1636, the Prince of 

Transylvania, George Rakoczy, granted a Privilege to the Universi-

tas Quaestorum Graecorum, allowing Greek merchants to carry on 

a wholesale trade in Transylvanian fairs and to form self-governing 

“companies”,Ν aΝ kindΝ ofΝ corporation, in SibiuΝ (1θγλ)Ν andΝ ψrașovΝ
(1678). In 1701, Emperor Leopold I renewed the Privilege of the 

Societates Graecorum of Transylvania; seventy-six years later, Ma-

ria Theresa would also renew it, though she reduced their jurisdic-

tion and the number of tax exceptions.63 

 
61έΝεáriaΝ Pakucs-Willcocks, Sibiu–Hermannstadt. Oriental Trade in Sixte-

enth Century Transylvania,ΝKöln–Weimar–WienμΝψöhlauΝVerlag,Νβίίι,ΝpέΝ1βίέ 
62. See also Gheorghe Lažar, Les marchands en Valachie, XVIIe-XVIIIe 

siècles, InstitutulΝωulturalΝRomân,Νψucarest,Νβίίθ,ΝppέΝ1ί-15. Regarding the in-

ternal organisation of the companies in Transylvania, see Cornelia Papacostea-

Danielopolu,Ν“δ’organisationΝdeΝlaΝωompagnieΝgrecqueΝdeΝψraΒov (1777-1κηί)”,Ν
Balkan Studies 14 (1973), pp. 312-γβγνΝ Idem,Ν “δaΝ ωompagnieΝ grecqueΝ deΝ
BraΒov. δaΝ luteΝ pourΝ laΝ conservationΝ desΝ privilègesΝ (1ιιι-1κηί)”,Ν Revue des 

ÉtudesΝSud-EstΝEuropéennes 12 (1974), pp. 59-ικνΝτlgaΝωicanci,Ν“δesΝstatutsΝetΝ
lesΝ règlementsΝ deΝ fonctionnementΝ desΝ ωompagniesΝ grecquesΝ deΝ Transylvanie 

(1636-1736)–laΝ ωompagnieΝ deΝ Sibiú”,ΝRevueΝ desΝ ÉtudesΝ Sud-EstΝ Européennes 
14 (1976), pp. 477-496; Athanassios E. Karathanassis, δ’ώellénismeΝenΝTransyl-
vanieέΝ δ’activitéΝ culturelle,Ν nationale,Ν etΝ religieuseΝ desΝ compagniesΝ commer-
cialesΝ helléniquesΝ deΝ SibiúΝ etΝ deΝ BraΒov aux XVIII-XIXΝ siècles, Thessaloniki 

1989; Despina-Eirene Tsourka-Papastathis,   π  πα α υ 
π υ α υ α α  1636-1848,  α  α , Thessaloniki 1994; 

Idem,  α υ υ   ‘ πα α ’Ν υ π υ 
α υ α α  17 -18  α .: π  υ α υ α    υ απ υ 

, Athens: Academy of Athens, 2011. 

63. Despoina Tsourka-Papastathis,Ν “TheΝDeclineΝ ofΝ theΝύreekΝ ‘ωompanies’Ν
in Transylvania: An Aspect of Habsburg Economic Policies in the Black Sea and 

theΝ εediterranean”,Ν inΝ Apostolos E. Vacalopoulos–Constantinos D. Svolopou-

los–ψélaΝ KέΝ KirályΝ (edsέ),Ν Southeast European maritime commerce and naval 

policies from the mid-eighteenth century to 1914, Columbia University Press, 

1988, pp. 213-218. 
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In contract to the tolerant state policy towards the Greek Ortho-

dox was the intolerant behaviour of the dynamic commercial group 

of Lutheran Saxons.64  This tension was reflected in their inter-

merchant relations and may also be verified by the topography of 

the town. For instance, the members of the compagniaΝgreceΒti in 

Sibiu who tried and finally managed to erect a church were not 

permitted to do so within the city walls, unlike the members of the 

ψraΒovΝmerchantΝcompanyΝwhoΝmanaged to get their church build 

in the heart of the city, albeit –given the strong Saxon presence 

there– in an out of sight spot.65 

Let us now take a look at the Greek diaspora in Central Europe 

in the 18th century. Taking advantage of the favourable terms of the 

commercial treaty of 1718, Greek merchants were able to insist on 

their right to establish themselves and to trade, demanding property 

rights and the right to maintain retail stores from the local authori-

ties.66 Most of them originated from Macedonia, Thessaly and Epi-

rus and settled in Central Europe, particularly in Vienna and Hun-

garian cities (Pest,Ν ύyöngyös,Ν Eger,Ν εiskolc,Ν Tokaj,Ν σagyvárad,Ν
Kecskemét,Ν σovisadΝ etcέ). 67  Note that the ύörögök (Greeks in 

Hungarian) settled in towns that had an elementary market struc-

ture and some local production, which lent itself to commercial ex-

ploitation. Some of them operated as peddlers around the villages 

 
64. PeterΝ Sugar,Ν “TheΝ PrincipalityΝ ofΝ Transylvania”,Ν inΝ PeterΝ Sugar–PéterΝ

ώanák–Tibor Frank (eds.), A History of Hungary, Bloomington 1994, p. 127. 

65. Olga Katsiardi-Hering,Ν“ΗΝł  Ł αŃπ  Ńń Ν ł ń  υ π μΝ Ν
,Ν Ν αΝ α Ν Ν π ”,Ν in Nikos Fokas (ed.),  α π  

Ν  υ π , BudapestμΝÚέM.K, 2012, pp. 21-26. 

66. Bur, “ώandelsgesellschaften”,ΝppέΝβθι-290. 

67έΝÖdönΝόüves,Ν  Έ   υ α α , Thessaloniki 1965; Marta Bur, 

“ώandelsgesellschaften–τrganisationenΝ derΝ KaufleuteΝ derΝ ψalkanländerΝ inΝ Un-

garn im 17.-1κέΝJhέ”,ΝBalkan Studies 25 (1984), pp. 267-307; Vera ψácskai,Ν“ύe-

sellschaftlicheΝVeränderungenΝinΝdenΝStädtenΝεittel–und Osteuropas zur Zeit der 

EntfaltungΝderΝkapitalistischenΝVerhältnisse”,Ν inΝVeraΝψácskaiΝ (edέ),ΝBürgertumΝ
undΝbürgerlicheΝEntwicklungΝinΝεittel–und Osteuropa, Budapest 1986, v.1, pp. 

143-22ινΝεartaΝψur,Ν“TheΝύreekΝωompanyΝinΝώungaryΝinΝtheΝ1ιth-18th centuries”,Ν
in M. Fossey (ed.), Proceedings of the first International Congress on the Helle-

nic Diaspora from Antiquity to Modern Times, Amsterdam 1991, vol. 1, pp. 155-

166. 
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and trade fairs of Hungary, profiting from agricultural products 

such as wine and livestock; others worked as wholesale merchants, 

transporting wool, cotton, red yarns, leather, tobacco, salted goods, 

saffron and other commodities (e.g. spices)68 from Ottoman prov-

inces to the production centres of the Habsburg Monarchy. 

The tolerance policy implemented by the Habsburgs in the first 

half of the 18th century played a key role in creating conditions in 

which the Greeks could organize and represent themselves before 

the authorities. Therefore, they organized themselves under the 

administrativelyΝ comprehensiveΝ termΝ ‘ύreek’ by establishing 

communities (in Pest, Miskolc et al.)69 and commercial companies 

(in ZemunήSemlin,Ν σeusatz,Ν Temesvár,Ν ύyöngyös,Ν Tokaj,Ν Szege-

din,ΝSzentes,ΝKecskemét,ΝDebrecen,ΝVárad,ΝVaz,Νύyarmat,ΝKarcag,Ν
Kecskit,Νδeva,Νψékés,ΝSeben,ΝSopron,Νet al.) which were the main 

forms of their incorporation in Central Europe.70  

However, despite the occasional tolerance policy of local au-

thorities, from the first half of the 18th century, the Habsburg au-

thorities expressed concerns about foreign merchants in the internal 

retail and wholesale trade of the empire. In 1741, they decreed that 

Ottoman subjects had an unrestricted right to conduct wholesale 

and retail trade, provided they transferred their families to Hunga-

ry. By dint of a decree issued by Maria Theresa in 1769, full free-

dom of trade for Ottoman subjects was directly linked to their per-

manent residency, to their transferring their families to Hungary 

 
68. Bur,Ν “Handelsgesellschaften”,Ν p. 52; S. Papadopoulos,Ν «  ł  

ń ńł  ń  υ α α  α   Ńυ  ń υ  Ńń   α  π ń Ńń  

α πńυ  ń  B. Łα  αń  ń  πł Ł  ń  ń υ αń α »,Ν  18 

(1989), p. 97. 

69έΝ Ödön Füves, Görögök Pesten (1686-1931) [Die Griechen in Pest] un-

published Habilitation, University of Budapest 1972 (trans. Andrea Seidler into 

German); Olga Katsiardi-Hering,Ν “ Łł φ ń ńα, πα α, ń ńα. Γ α α 

ńυπ α ń  ł  ń ń Ν ń  ł ń  υ π ,Ν łΝ αφ  ń Ν
Ńń Ν αńαŃńαń  ń υΝMiskolc (1κί1)”,ΝEoa kai Esperia 7 (2007), pp. 247-

310; Ikaros Mantouvalos,Ν “ łńα αŃńłυń  Ł αŁ  απ  ń Ν Ν ń  α-

łŁ α  Ńń Ν υ  ł Ł αΝ (1ι  α α -α  19 υ α α)”,Ν in Koli-

opoulos–Mihailidis (eds.), Ν α  Ν α π ,Νop.cit., pp. 178-235. 

70έΝψácskai,Ν“ύesellschaftlicheΝVeränderungen”νΝψur,Ν“TheΝύreekΝωompanyΝ
inΝώungary”έΝ 
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and taking the oath of allegiance, which meant they would receive 

Hungarian citizenship.71 However, in doing so they lost the Otto-

manΝsubjects’ΝprivilegeΝofΝcustomsΝexemptionΝsecuredΝforΝthemΝbyΝ
the treaty of Passarowitz. Only under these conditions were they 

given the right to develop commercial activity and permanent resi-

dency.72 

The Enlightened Habsburgs adopted inter alia JosiahΝ ωhild’sΝ
(1688) argument that naturalization had a significant role to play in 

foreign trade. The Act of Naturalization issued in 1774 led success-

ful Greek entrepreneurs to lose their Ottoman Untertanenschaft 

(“subjectΝ status”)έΝThisΝ procedure, on the part of the Greeks, was 

intensified mainly after the Edicts of Tolerance. So this policy 

made it easier for Balkan Orthodox people to settle permanently in 

Hungary, while simultaneously accelerating theirΝ “ώungarization”Ν
and integration into local society. In fact, the Act of 1774 was a 

determining factor in the Greeks’ accession to a multi-ethnic Habs-

burgs Empire, which became theirΝ ‘zweites Vaterland’ or second 

‘patria’. Moreover, it gave Greek capitalists the opportunity to ac-

quire civil rights (Bürgerrechte) and to become members of an 

economic elite known as Wirtschaftsbürgertumέ73 

Within the context of their institutional organization, and from 

their arrival in the urban settlements of Hungary, the migrants de-

clared their interest in serving their religious needs. Building an 

Orthodox church and creating a cemetery were the most basic con-

cerns of the Greeks established in non-Ottoman environments. In 

central Europe, they initially attended Serb churches and Catholic 

chapels as well as worshipping in private homes.74 In Pest, which 

was the most significant centre of the Greek Diaspora after Vienna, 

the Greeks and Macedonian-Vlachs (Aromunians), who moved 

there as early as the second decade of the eighteenth century, at-

 
71. Füves,  Έ   υ α α , op.cit., p. 28.  

72. Op.cit. 

73. Vaso Seirinidou,  Έ    (18 - α 19 υ α α), Athens: 

Herodotos, 2011, pp. 88, 91. 

74. István Dobrossy, “Greek (Orthodox) Church”,Ν in Tamás Faragó (ed.), 

Miskolc története III/2 (2000), p. 929. 
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tended the Serbian church of Saint Georgios with their Serbian co-

religionists until 1783, when they decided to secede from the Ser-

bian community and found their own community association: the 

“ύreekΝandΝεacedonianΝVlachΝωommunityΝofΝPest”έΝThe ύörögök 
exercised their religious duties, sometimes unhindered with the tol-

erance of the authorities, sometimes in a climate of opposition, re-

stricted by local ecclesiastical and secular officials. In short, the 

process of consolidating their collective religious identity was fre-

quently subject to strong social and political pressure, as was the 

case for theΝτrthodoxΝpopulationΝofΝPecΝ(ύermanΝόünfkirchen) in 

1720 and 1729. This process prohibited them from exercising their 

religious rights freely.75  

Until 1745, the Greeks of Miskolc attended religious rites in a 

place assigned to them in the church rectory of the neighbouring 

town of Tapolca. Later, members of the community decided to rent 

a place owned by a member of the noble Vay family (because they 

had been forbidden to own landed property until then) and use it as 

a chapel consecrated to St Naum.76 The community was free to 

choose its own priest, whose name was then ratified by the Metro-

politan of Karlowitz.77 Nevertheless, a basic request by Orthodox 

ψalkanΝsubjectsΝwasΝ thatΝ theΝmigrants’ΝecclesiasticalΝ lifeΝbeΝ trans-

ferred from the small chapel to a large church.  

 
75. Charalampos Chotzakoglou–ωhristianΝ ύastgeber,Ν “ύriechischeΝ εöncheΝ

inΝ UngarnέΝ ZweiΝ DokumenteΝ ausΝ demΝ 1ιέΝ JahrhundertΝ überΝ dasΝ SammelnΝ vonΝ
χlmosenΝundΝdenΝEinflussΝderΝUniertenΝamΝχthos”,Ν  48/1 (1998), p. 98. 

76έΝεariannΝτlbert,Ν«  ń ł  π  α  α  α  ł Ńń Ń α ń  ł -

 Ł αŃπ  ń  υ α α : ń υ Eger, ń υ Miskolc α  ń  υŁαπ Ńń », 

inΝEszterΝKovács–Vasilios Stamatopoulos (eds.), ύörögΝÖrökségέΝAΝύörögΝτrto-

doxΝ ϊiaszpóraΝ εagyarországonΝ aΝ XVII-XIXέΝ századbanήύreekΝ ώeritage (The 

Greek Orthodox Diaspora in Hungary 17th-19th century), Budapest 2009, p. 117. 

77. In 1766, a new Serb diocese was established on the territory of the Habs-

burg Empire after which the Orthodox population belonged to the Serb diocese 

in Hungary, whose seat was in Karlowitz. The Greeks initially attended religious 

worship in the existing Serb churches; later, they either took some of them into 

their own hands or built their own churches, but, very often, under the jurisdic-

tion of the Serb bishop. See Willibald M. Plöchl,Ν “Die orthodoxe Kirche in der 

Habsburgischen Donaumonarchie (1526-1λ1κ)”, Balkan Studies 13 (1972), pp. 

17-30. 
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Regarding the Greeks in Vienna, in 1717 Charles VI issued a 

patent addressed to Orthodox Ottoman subjects who traded in Vi-

enna, enshrining their right to trade and defining the terms of their 

trade. In 1723, the Emperor allowed them to settle in the little 

Steyrerhof between the FleischmarktΝ andΝ theΝ RotenturmstraßeέΝ
They also had the little Chapel Saint George at their disposal, 

where they could pray in privacy with the Serbs. In 1776, the chap-

el became a church and official toleration was admitted; there is no 

doubt that the group had arrived at their religious self-determina-

tion.78  

The crucial change in the organization of the life of Greek 

communities in the Habsburg Empire came after the promulgation 

of the Edict of Toleration (1781) and Joseph II’sΝdesire to solve the 

problems not only between Catholics and Protestants but also 

among members of the same religious dogma. As a consequence of 

this policy, after 1781 a series of imperial degrees issued in various 

parts of Austria, Hungary and Transylvania permitted Greeks and 

Serbs to establish not only their own churches (without campani-

le)79  but also their own schools. In some cases, local reactions 

forced the Greek merchants to erect their small churches outside 

the city walls (Sibiu) or, as mentioned above, in the centre but 

without direct street accessΝ(ψraΒov).80 

It is not a coincidence that during the last decades of the 18th 

century, Greeks attempted and finally managed to build their own 

churches, assuring independence from their Serbian brethren. At 

the turn of the 18th century, permission to establish the Serbian Me-

 
78. Seirinidou,  Έ   , op.cit., pp. 276-277, 285; Willibald 

M. Plöchl, Die Wiener orthodoxen Griechen. Eine Studie zur Rechts- und Kul-

turgeschichte der Kirchengemeinden zum Hl. Georg und zur Hl. Dreifaltigkeit 

und zur Errichtung der Metropolis von Austria, Wien 1983. 

79. In 1787 the members of the Greek community of Miskolc submitted a re-

quest to the bishop of Karlowitz, asking him to allow them to build their own 

churchΝtower,Ν“becauseΝwe,ΝscatteredΝaroundΝtheΝcity,ΝcannotΝbeΝdeprivedΝofΝus-

ingΝ bells,Ν whichΝ isΝ heldΝ absolutelyΝ necessaryΝ forΝ theΝ serviceΝ ofΝ theΝ ωhurch”Ν
(εantouvalos,Ν“ łńα αŃńłυń  Ł αŁ ”,Νop.cit., pp. 234-235). 

80. Katsiardi-Hering,Ν“ΗΝł ΝŁ αŃπ ΝŃń Ν ł ń Ν υ π ”,Νop.cit., 

pp. 21-23. 
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tropolis of Karlowitz was granted by the Habsburgs to provide for 

the religious needs of all Greek-Orthodox Balkan peoples. This, 

given that the smaller number of Greeks, allowed the Serbs to dom-

inate the church and the affairs of the mixed communities. During 

the 18th century, economic and social differences between the 

ύreekΝandΝSerbΝtradeΝdiasporasΝofΝtheΝώabsburgΝEmpireΝ“wereΝact-
ed out in the form of disputes concerning ecclesiastical and cultural 

life”. At issue was the language of the church liturgy and of school 

education in the multi-ethnic Orthodox trade communities of the 

Habsburg Monarchy. Disputes broke out in many Greco-Illyrian 

communities, many of which resulted in the separation of the two 

groups after the Edict of Toleration. With the exception of the Vi-

enna Community, where the church of St. George was officially 

ceded to the Greeks (1776), in other communities (including Tri-

este in 1782 and Pest in 1790), the Greeks decided to pursue their 

separate communal development and leave the church they shared 

with the Illyrians to build their own.81 

In addition to the issues that were interwoven into the migrants’Ν
religious life, the community also took care to build an educational 

system that would safeguard the linguistic and cultural identity of 

its members. This was also a necessary condition for assimilating 

migrant children into the host society. The interest in educational 

themes on the part of migrants throughout the Monarchy grew 

stronger after the second half of the 18th century, when legislative 

decrees were issued that regulated significant aspects of the basic 

education received by Habsburg subjects and which concerned not 

only the empire’sΝGerman Catholic population, but also inhabitants 

of other nationalities, whatever their faith. The educational reforms 

of 1774 made a crucial contribution to the real popular Enlighten-

ment (Volskaufklärung) while simultaneously producing theΝ“cata-

lytic power”82 required to educate the people of South-Eastern Eu-

 
81. Füves, Görögök Pesten, op.cit., pp. 60-118; Katsiardi-Hering, Ν  

πα α, op.cit., pp. 67-117; Seirinidou, ΝΈ  Ν , op.cit., pp. 282-

286. 

82. χlexandruΝDuƫu,Ν“DieΝ‘katalytischeΝKraft’ΝderΝdeutschenΝKulturμΝDasΝψei-
spielΝSüdost-EuropasΝzurΝZeitΝderΝχufklärung”,Ν inΝχntonΝSchwobΝ(edέ),Ν Metho-
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rope (Serb colonists and migrants as well as Greek merchants), 

who established schools with programmes of study that reflected 

the new educational system.83 In Hungary, after the official state 

recognition and institution of the Orthodox Church,84 schools be-

gan to be established in Orthodox communities. The newcomers 

founded schools whose curricula reflected the new educational sys-

tem. In the late 1770s, Court School-Commissions were established 

and their status was renewed by Joseph II within the framework of 

theΝ EdictΝ ofΝ TolerationέΝ χsΝ τ’ψrienΝ pointsΝ outμΝ “If the non-

Catholics, Jews or Christians, were to enjoy their new rights, the 

intolerant mentality of the people had to undergo a fundamental 

change. For this purpose the government used the schools and the 

censorship to train the people and especially their spiritual leaders, 

the government officials, schoolteachers, and clergy, to regard the 

dissentersΝasΝ fellowΝsubjects”έ85 Nevertheless, this project was not 

particularly easy, as is evident from the difficulties faced by the 

Greeks with regard to their effort to organize their own education 

system. However, despite the problems, by the end of the 18th cen-

tury, the educational situation had improved considerably with the 

increase in the number of schools and their operation in 17 Hungar-

ian cities.86 

In 1770-1771, a list was drawn up of the schools in Hungary, 

which showed that there were 89 functioning Orthodox churches, 

 
dologische Studien zur deutschen Literatur Ostmittel- undΝ Südost-Europas, 

εünchenΝ1λλζ,Νγλ-53. 

83. The Court School Committees were established in the late 1770s; their 

status was renewed by Joseph II as part of the Edict of Tolerance. Another Com-

mittee was also established to monitor the religious and educational activities of 

the non-Catholics, including school books, with the help of the revitalized Com-

mittee for Judicial Censorship. On school reform among the Orthodox minorities 

inΝtheΝώabsburgΝempire,ΝseeΝPhilipΝJέΝχdler,Ν“ώabsburgΝSchoolΝReformΝχmongΝ
the Orthodox Minorities, 1770-1ικί”,ΝSlavic Review 33/1 (1974), pp. 23-45. 

84. Regarding the history of the Orthodox Church in Hungary, see Feriz Ber-

ki, Ν Ν υ α αΝ  α,Thessaloniki: Institute for Balkan Stud-

ies, 1964. 

85. τ’ψrien,Ν“Ideas”,Νop.cit., p. 43.  

86. ndreasΝ ώorváth,Ν Ν  α Ν αΝ αΝ υΝ Γ υΝ α α/Zavirasz 

ύyörgyΝéleteΝésΝmunkái, Budapest 1937, pp. 5-6. 
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63 of which were Serbian and 21 Romanian. Of these churches, 

onlyΝinΝύyör,ΝεiskolcΝandΝTokajΝwasΝthereΝanΝexclusivelyΝύreek-

speakingΝ school,ΝwhereasΝ inΝ theΝcitiesΝofΝEgerΝ andΝKomárom,Ν theΝ
school was bilingual, and the children who attended it were taught 

their lessons in both Serbian and Greek. It should be noted that 

community education was not systematically organized at all, and 

that many of the communities did not have even their own build-

ings for teaching young students. Education in the Greek communi-

ty of Miskolc87 was organized long before the school was built in 

1805. As early as the 1770s, its members had arranged to rent space 

to cover theΝcommunity’sΝeducational needs. However, the problem 

of housing the school appears to have taken on a different form by 

the end of the century, owing to the increase in the number of pu-

pils, a fact that obliged the administration to seek a permanent solu-

tion.88 Among the Greek schools, the one at Zemun was particular-

ly well-known. The conflicts between Greeks and Serbs which had 

broken out in 1793 resulted in the mediation of the bishop of Kar-

lowitz. One year later, the school was built, and its financial self-

sufficiency was ensured by a school fund.89 In 1796, after their se-

cession from the Community of Illyrici (1791), the Greeks and 

Aromunians in Pest set up their own school. 90  The first Greek 

school in Vienna, financed and overseen by the Greek Community 

of the Holy Trinity, was founded in 1804.91 In Trieste, the Greek 

school founded in 1801 was designed to function much like public 

 
87. Regarding the education of Greek children in the Miskolc community, 

seeΝ IkarosΝ εantouvalos,Ν “ ὸ ἑ Ν Ń łῖ Ν łἶ α Ν ńὸ Ν Ń Ν ńῆ  

π πῆ  αὶ α Ńł  ńῶ Ν ,Ν łἰ  ńὰ ἑ  αńα”μΝ πńυ  ń  

ł πα Łłυń   ń  ł α  ń ńα  ń υΝ εiskolcΝ (ń Ν 1κ υ- 

α  19 υ α έ)”,Ν α  α  α  10 (2012), pp. 103-128. 

88. Mantouvalos, op.cit., pp. 108-109. 

89. Ioannis Papadrianos, Ν Έ  π Ν υΝ υΝ (1κ -19  α έ)έΝ
α φ Ν  πα α ,Ν αφ  χ α,Ν  α,Νπ υ α-

 α Νπ  α α, Thessaloniki 1988, pp. 129-131. 

90. Füves, Görögök Pesten, op.cit., pp. 364-365. 

91. Seirinidou, Έ  Ν , op.cit., pp. 315-335.  
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schools throughout the Habsburg Monarchy, and was placed under 

the supervision of the Austrian educational authorities of the city.92 

χsΝmentionedΝpreviously,Ν theΝωommissionΝ forΝ theΝ ‘χcatholics’Ν
was also established to supervise the religious and the educational 

activities of the non-Catholics and to control the textbooks used 

with the aid of the renewed Court Censorship Commission. There 

is no doubt that theΝinventionΝofΝtheΝtermΝ‘χcatholics’Ν is more in-

dicative of a policy of forbearance than of genuine tolerance. Nev-

ertheless, these reforms made it easier to set up Greek printing 

presses in Vienna.93 Greek and Illyrian (Serbian) newspapers and 

journals had been edited in the Habsburg capital city. In the print-

ing houses of the cities of Vienna, Pest, Trieste, Leipzig –and, after 

1801, in Venice– reading primers (ABC-δehrbücher) were printed 

in the Cyrillic and Greek alphabets and included passages dealing 

with everyday life in their host cities rather than the pastoral space 

in which their parents had grown up. The reading passages in the 

schoolbooks praised the emperor, good manners and morality, but 

also the Volk, their Γ =Έ οσation in its new connotation.94 

Enlightened Despotism wanted its urban subjects to be devout as 

well as upstanding members of the bourgeoisie, ready to engage in 

tradeΝ orΝ withΝ literatureέΝ InΝ theirΝ newΝ environment,Ν theΝ ‘paroikoi’ 
[colonists] had the opportunity to manage the education of their 

children, to be integrated into local society and simultaneously to 

engage with the ideological waves of Nationalism. In the above 

mentioned printing houses, a large number of academic works on 

Geography, Physics, Mathematics, Grammar, Philosophy, History 

etc, were also published. It is well known that Vienna became both 

theΝ‘laboratory’Νand the literary centre for Neohellenic and the Ser-

bian national identity.  

 
92. Katsiardi-Hering,   πα α, op.cit., pp. 256-296. 

93. K. Staikos, ϊieΝ inΝ WienΝ ύedrucktenΝ ύriechischenΝ BücherΝ 1ιζλ-1800, 

Athens: Stiftung der Griechischen Kultur, 1995; Aikaterini Koumarianou, Die 

griechischeΝVorrevolutionäreΝPresse, Wien–Paris (1784-1821), Athens: Stiftung 

der Griechischen Kultur, 1995. 

94. Katsiardi-ώering,Ν “SoutheasternΝEuropeanΝεigrantΝύroups”,Ν op.cit., pp. 

154-162. 
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The communication of the various South-Eastern European 

People with each other in the host lands led to a new conjunction 

and cooperation on an ideological level, as well. The migrants were 

able to join the unitas multiplex that was Europe at the end of the 

18th century. For all of them, Central Europe became a new patria 

and a new way of participating both in the dialogue on constructing 

the Idea of Europe and on founding their own modern nation- 

states. Through their texts and correspondence, they developed a 

realΝandΝ‘imagined’ΝdialogueΝwithΝtheΝenlightened,ΝChristian, wise 

Europe in whose universities they studied; they tried and wished to 

beΝpartΝofΝthatΝ‘ υ υ ’ (well-governed) Europe.95 

To paraphraseΝRabautΝSaintΝÉtienne,ΝwhoΝaddressedΝtheΝόrenchΝ
Assembly in August 1789 on tolerance and the freedom: “εaisΝ
εessieurs,ΝceΝn’estΝmêmeΝpasΝlaΝtoléranceΝqueΝjeΝréclameνΝc’estΝlaΝ
liberté!ΝδaΝtolérance!ΝδeΝsupport!ΝδeΝpardon!ΝδaΝclémence!”,96 we 

can understand the desire for liberty, for political freedom, manifest 

in the Greek political texts published illegally in Vienna, Bologna 

or Livorno in the last decade of the 18th and the first of the 19th cen-

tury. One needs only mention Rhigas Velestinlis, an extreme ex-

ample of a scholar and Ottoman subject taking advantage of the 

brief window of opportunity provided by Josephinism and the 

French Revolution to publish liberal material and pursue political 

activities. Is it a coincidence that enlightenment political thought in 

South-Eastern Europe, as represented by the radical republicanism 

of Rhigas Velestinlis, incorporated the idea of cultural pluralism in 

a project for a unitary democraticΝstate,ΝmodelledΝonΝtheΝ‘Republic 

 
95. Olga Katsiardi-ώering,Ν“DieΝEuropaideeΝ inΝdenΝTextenΝdesΝgriechischen 

UnabhängigkeitskriegesΝ (1κβ1-1κβλ)”,Ν inΝ KonradΝ ωlewingΝ undΝ τliverΝ JensΝ
Schmitt (eds.), SüdosteuropaέΝVonΝvormodernerΝVielfaltΝundΝnationalstaatlicherΝ
VereinheitlichungέΝόestschriftΝ fürΝEdgarΝώösch,ΝεünchenμΝRέΝτldenbourgΝVer-
lag, 2005, pp. 245-252. 

96. ϊeΝlaΝtoléranceΝauxΝdroitsΝdeΝl’hommeέΝÉcritsΝsurΝlaΝlibertéΝdeΝconscience,Ν
desΝ guerresΝ deΝReligionΝ àΝ laΝRévolutionΝ française,Ν suivisΝ deΝ laΝ laicitéΝ entreΝ laΝ
toléranceΝetΝlaΝlibertéΝparΝJeanΝBaubérot. TextesΝréunisΝetΝprésentésΝparΝεichelΝ
Kneubühler,ΝύrignyμΝEditionsΝparolesΝd’χube,Ν 1λλκ,Ν pέΝ βηνΝSeeΝ alsoΝWolfgangΝ
Schmale, ArchäologieΝderΝύrund- undΝεenschenrechteΝ inΝderΝόrühenΝσeuzeitμΝ
ein deutsch-französischesΝParadigma,ΝεünchenμΝτldenbourgΝVerlag,Ν1λλιέ 
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of Virtue’, that was expected to replace despotism and to transform 

its subjects into free citizens?97 

Consequently, the multi-dimensional character of the diasporic 

identity of the Greeks took shape in the context of the policies of 

tolerance or intolerance pursued by the Habsburgs during the long 

18th century; this identity was interwoven not with cultural en-

trenchment or cultural assimilation in the host country, but with 

practices and choices that prevailed throughout the immigration 

experience and through osmosis with other groups in the host so-

ciety or other ethnic communities in Europe. 

 

 
97.  Paschalis Kitromilides,Ν “An Enlightenment Perspective on Balkan Cul-

turalΝPluralismέΝTheΝRepublicanΝVisionΝofΝRhigasΝVelestinlis”,ΝHistory of Politi-

cal Thought 24/ 3 (2003), pp. 445-479. 


